
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FRANCHISE



Building platform is designed to bring together the
construction industry in one place in the fastest and

most efficient way. Easy communication and removal of
physical barriers allows you to communicate with
anyone from the industry immediately as needed.

 
 

It reduces costs and increases efficiency for
construction companies that do not have time or

money to invest in their own IT infrastructure.
 
 

Companies can simply present their portfolios and find
clients online without having the need for their own web

site, digital advertising and all the other modern tools
that benefit the business.

 



WHY BECOME A BUILDING FRANCHISEE?
 

With the rapid development of system digitization,
changes are needed in each industry in certain
business segments.

Easier communication and workflow
Seizing your potential
Access to the know-how

 
 Imagine what all the possibilities would be for all

construction companies in a country if they could find
the required information, goods, tools, subcontractors
or specialists in a certain area at any time? 

Building aims to create a unique database that will
include all participants in the construction industry so
that all of them will be able to find the necessary
information about jobs, ongoing projects, supply and
demand for goods, services, tools, etc. 

In this way, we want to raise the organization of the
entire construction industry and increase efficiency
and productivity at the level of the entire country. 



Finding partners
 
 
 

Building is on the lookout for Partners to join our
Franchise: so contact us to see if Your country is
among our areas of interest as well!

We expect to increase our franchise network
significantly throughout 2023 following our strategy.

Building will continue to expand our geographical
coverage by inviting potential partners to join the
platform in order to advance the construction market
together.

 With the right partners, we at Building can successfully
continue increasing business scope, and further, grow
our global presence through strong strategic alliances.



STEP INTO A NEW DIMENSION OF
CONSTRUCTION

 
 
 



Get in touch:

Email: info@building.com
Phone: +385 99 544 4455
Web: www.building.hr

Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter

https://building.hr/
https://www.facebook.com/BUILDING.HR
https://www.instagram.com/building.hr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/building.hr/
https://twitter.com/hr_building

